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Classroom 
Expectations:

Arrive on time

Coat off

Bags off desks

Equipment & 
Planner on desks

Title: Crime and 
Punishment.

Why might some 
methods of crime control 
and prevention be more 
successful than others?

 What mechanisms are there for 
controlling behaviour in society?

Jan 154:19 PM

Objective Key Words
Know

Understand

How will you display SMSC today?
Courage ‐ Respect ‐ Friendship ‐ 
Inspiration ‐ Determination ‐ 

Equality ‐ Excellence
Empathy – Courtesy – Resilience  ‐ 

Etiquette

Title: Crime and Punishment.

To give reasons and evidence for your views (ext: to consider 
alternative opinions and views)

To spot patterns and explain 
what's happening

Think about what we already know 
about ethnicity, gender and location: Is 
social class the most important factor?

Paper 2 Paper 3
EDUCATION HEALTH & BELIEFS CRIME

‐To what extent do different 
perspectives explain suitable 
punishments?

‐What kinds of punishments are available 
for offenders?

‐What is meant by deterrence, 
protection, punishment, and 
rehabilitation?

Paper 1

Incapacitation
Retribution
Deterrence
Rehabilitation
Marginalisation
Subcultures
Relative deprivation

Dec 616:02

Homework
Complete the 
following past 
paper questions 
relating to the 
globalisation & 
crime unit. 

Use the revision 
material uploaded 
onto SMHW. 

DUE: Thursday 14th

 

Oct 412:04

Public 
Protection 

Disapproval 
Rehabilitation 

Deterrence 
Punishment 

Why do we punish criminals?
       Which of 
these factors do 
you think 
sociologists 
would see as 
most 
important? 
Why?

Mar 1509:30

Incapacitation 
(to protect the public) ‐
Imprisonment and more recently ASBOs and restraining orders.

Rehabilitation 
(reform criminals)‐
Involves reforming offenders, e.g. through education, therapy or 
anger management courses.

Deterrence‐
Significant sentences to make others less likely to copy/offenders 
less likely to repeat crime.

Retribution 
(punishment)‐ 
Offender must accept punishment as they have chosen to go 
against society. Prisons made to be as uncomfortable as possible

Can you define these key words?

Jan 167:32 PM

PREDICT:
What would..............

a Marxist,
Functionalist,
Right and Left Realist say?
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Enhanced use of advertising 
campaigns by government and 
Police. Campaigns like Trident in 
London and the 'Think!' road 
safety campaign are frequently 
seen to discourage criminal and 
deviant behaviour.

There are around 16,000 Police 
Community Support Officers in the UK. 
These are civilian officers who do not 
have the same powers as full police‐
officers but do many of the same jobs in 
the community.

How have the Government tried to 
tackle crime in recent years?

CCTV ‐ Increased use of CCTV has been 
a constant in the UK for decades. It is 
intended both to deter and detect 
crime. There are between 4 million and 5.9 million 

CCTV surveillance cameras in the UK, 
according to a new report from the British 
Security Industry Association

ASBOs (now replaced by 
Injunctions and Criminal 
Behaviour Orders as of 2014) 
were introduced in 1998 to 
discourage anti‐social 
behaviour. 70% of ASBOs were 
breached in 2007 and many 
argue they were never 
effective.

Mar 1111:23

MARXISTS‐ the CJS operates to benefit the ruling class (law & 
police are agents of the ruling class). 
Law is biased in favour of the powerful. 
Police officer definitions of crime comes from their role as agents 
of control in a capitalist society. 

Rusche and Kircheimer:  
Law & punishment reflects ruling class and their interests.
Capitalism allows prisons to serve useful purposes ‐ it trains 
workers (long working hours & poor conditions).

Tarling: 
Over 65% of police resources focused on uniformed 
patrolling of public space, particularly the poor 
neighbourhoods & central city areas. 

This is supported by Morgan: 55% of prisoners were 
unemployed, 30% were in manual jobs, 60% under 25, 
87% male, 12% African despite only 3% of society are 
from this background.

How does this 
evidence 
support the 
Marxist account?

Jan 155:12 PM

FUNCTIONALISTS‐ see the CJS as operating to look after the 
interests of society as a whole. 

No control by CJS = Anomie (instability, breakdown in values)
CJS and crime in general builds value consensus .
Durkheim:societies can only exist if members share common 
values & a collective consciousness. A legal system is then 
put in place to create boundaries.
Mechanic societies           retribution(common shared values 
are broken)
Organic (complex) societies         restitutive law
(go to prison to make mends for wrong doing.) 

To what extent does
restitutive law work in the UK
do you think and what evidence 
is there to suggest
it does not?

Mar 310:19

Which of these perspectives do you 
identify with the most? Do they 
have overlap with any other 
perspectives?

Broadly, there are two key theoretical approaches to how we should tackle 
crime:

Jan 167:34 PM

All of these factors focus on the role of the individual 
and their families. Is this enough?

Right Realists:
Fundamentally, crime happens in capitalists society because less successful 
individuals make the rational choice to improve their circumstances by 
breaking the rules. We must deter them by making penalties harsher.

Wilson and Hernstien: Crime & Human Nature (1985):
There are still other reasons for crime:
• Genetic predispositions
• Youth and puberty can lead to inability to delayed 
gratification
• Alcohol and drugs
• Anti‐social media messages
• Secularisation and decline of morality
• More consumerist society ‐ more things to steal
• The lack of secure family upbringing: Wilson thought that 

responsible mothering was essential (but didn't go as far as 
Murray and others)

Jan 167:35 PM

Right Realists:
As there are so many different causes, Wilson didn't think that simply creating a 
more equal society would stop crime, and he didn't see a correlation between 
poverty and crime. Criminality and unemployment are caused by the same 
attitudes, not one another.

Right Libertarians: Nozick 1974:
• Extending benefits won't stop crime: creates a dependency 
culture,  discourages work, penalises workers through tax.
• Government shouldn't try to engineer society ‐ we need to let 
people fix themselves.

Clarke (1992): argues that we need to make it harder to 
commit crime e.g. Newman's (1972) concept of 
defensible space; changing the design of estates to make 
them safer + Target hardening: improving locks & security
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Evaluating Right Realists:

Felson & Clarke: 
Prevention strategies 
displaces rather than reduced 
crime (e.g. from the new 
estate to the old estate)

Marxists note that the 
poor become the 
disproportionate victims 
because the rich can afford 
prevention strategies.

Right realists ignore 
white‐collar and 
corporate crimes ‐ 
these strategies don't 
protect against them.

Right realists ignore the 
root causes in favour of 
dealing with the 
symptoms.

Jan 167:51 PM

Left Realists:
Young expressed Marxist ideas about crime (that working‐class crime was 
justified) but then changed his mind.

Young: 
Causes of crime include:
• Relative deprivation
• marginalisation
• subcultures

Crime can be solved by:
• Changing policing from conflict to consensus based approaches
• An improved welfare system
• Supporting victims to avoid a cycle of crime
• Better rehabilitation and reintegrating criminals into society

Jan 167:52 PM

Right Realists argue that the left 
make excuses and that better 
socialisation and harsher 
punishments are the only way to 
reduce criminality.

Left Realists can be accused of 
being soft on criminals: blaming 
society for people's choices. Most 
poor people don't commit crime 
so how will solving poverty 
reduce crime?

Left Realists:
Left realists also argue for policies like:

• Improved education programmes (to give disadvantaged students 
more opportunities)
• Minimum pay and living wage legislation
• Investment in poorer areas
• Reductions in inequality in society

Why might some sociologists criticise left 
realists?

Jan 508:03

Plenary

7 minute 
summary

There are many reasons for sentencing criminals, 
such as...

Marxists differ with Functionalists because....

Sentences available include...

Right Realists argue...
Whereas Left realists argue...

In my view, the criminal justice system is/isn't 
effective in preventing crime because...
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‘Jihadi John’: the making of a moral panic

‘JIHADI JOHN: I’LL BEHEAD 20 MORE’, Daily Star, 22nd August 2014

‘250 JIHADIS BACK IN BRITAIN’, Daily Mirror, 28th August 2014

‘CLIMATE OF FEAR! THERESA MAY RAISES UK TERROR THREAT LEVEL TO SEVERE’, Independent, 30th August 2014

‘BRITAIN’S BATTLE TO BEAT TERROR! 40 PLOTS SMASHED, 753 ARRESTS BUT MAY WARNS THREAT IS NEVER GREATER’, Sun, 25th November 2014

Stanley Cohen, in his seminal study Folk Devils and Moral Panics (1964), says that societies ‘appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic’.

‘A condition, episode, person or group of persons emerge to become defined as a threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylised and stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by editors, bishops, politicians and other right thinking people; socially accredited experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved.’
Stanley Cohen

Since Cohen’s study in 1964, many such ‘folk devils’ and moral panics have been identified.

In the contemporary climate, the ‘moral panic’ has been identified as Islamic fundamentalists – radicalised Muslim youth and the ‘home-grown’ terrorist. Building on Cohen’s assertion – and in the British context – one such moral panic is the fear of the increased threat of violence on British streets emanating from the identified modern ‘folk devils’ – the returning British born jihadist.

Jihadi John
This has been exacerbated by the wave of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) executions of Western hostages by beheading over the last year, sending shockwaves throughout the world. The fact that those Western hostages executed were innocent people, going about their work in either delivering aid or simply reporting to the world the unfolding tragedy in that region, compounded the sense of revulsion and moral outrage as well as raising the uncomfortable question as to how to confront this new and seemingly invincible ‘force of evil’.

The fact that the US and UK intelligence community identified the chief executioner as a British subject – known in the media as ‘Jihadi John’ – sent further shock waves throughout the West especially in the UK. The response from the politicians in Westminster and the British media was as predictable – as was the shock and horror that a British born citizen could commit such atrocities.

The subsequent blanket broadcast media coverage that followed each of the executions was equalled by the British press – as the headlines above indicate. Collectively, it could be argued at that time, the British media succeeded in stimulating a new moral panic to which the Westminster coalition government had to respond.

The new moral panic lay not so much in the rise of ISIS, but rather the realisation that young British Muslims had joined their ranks, and that they were prepared to share with the social media savvy and other politically disillusioned young Muslim people in the UK the results of their ‘work’.

Part of this moral panic derived from the fact that the increased, and some might say draconian, measures put in place in the aftermath of the London bombings and Glasgow Airport attack in 2007, appeared to be ineffectual. Measures such as increased surveillance of young Muslims, increased stop and search in particular communities and the implementation of anti and de-radicalisation projects including the PREVENT strategy, whilst designed to keep the UK safe from terrorism appeared to only add to the radicalisation process for a minority of young ‘hard to reach’, disillusioned and alienated young Muslims.

The ability to access ISIS propaganda, via the social media, the relative ease by which many could travel to Syria to ‘enlist’ in their cause also served to heighten the sense of moral panic in the UK.

The enemy within
It was also recognised, especially in the wake of the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris and the stand-off in Belgium days later in January 2015, that this was now a Europe wide threat.

After being associated with the execution of US and UK citizens ‘Jihadi John’ hit the headlines with chilling messages – ‘I’m back and I’ll kill a Brit’ (Daily Mirror, 3rd September 2014); ‘A Briton will be next’ (Daily Mail, 3rd September 2014); ‘You’re next, Briton told’ (The Times, 3rd September 2014)) The media headlines relating to ‘Jihadi John’ added to the calls for tighter security, community surveillance and new legislation which resulted in David Cameron telling MPs:

However, and again, according to the Guardian, this ‘clear statement of intent was not backed by any proposals to match the rhetoric’.



ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN YOUR BOOK:

1) Give an example of two headlines that might have caused a ‘moral panic’ about terrorism

2) In your own words and using Cohen’s ideas, what is a ‘moral panic’?

3) How have fears about Jihadi John been made more serious through the way the media have written about him?

4) Why did the Guardian argue that fears about Jihadi John coming back to the UK are overblown or unnecessary?

STRETCH:

· In your view, is the moral panic about terrorism in the UK justified or not?

· What impacts do you think this moral panic might have on the lives, norms and views of British people?
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By Tarik Kafala BBC News 

Ratko Mladic is accused of some of the worst war crimes in Europe since World War II 

The capture of Bosnian Serb army chief Ratko Mladic and his imminent extradition to The Hague tribunal throws the spotlight once more on the prosecution of war crimes. But what exactly are war crimes? What body of laws do they refer to and who has the right to try a suspect for such crimes?

The concept of war crimes is a recent one. Before World War II, it was generally accepted that inhumanity was part and parcel of any conflict.But during World War II the murder of several million people - mainly Jews - by Nazi Germany, and the mistreatment of both civilians and prisoners of war by the Japanese, prompted the Allied powers to prosecute the people they believed to be the perpetrators of these crimes.The Nuremberg trials in 1945 and 1946 led to 12 Nazi leaders being executed.A similar process started in Tokyo in 1948. Seven Japanese commanders were hanged, though the Allies decided not to put Emperor Hirohito in the dock.

These trials were essentially the precedents for the cases that the modern-day tribunal in The Hague hears.In addition, individual governments, feeling that justice has not been done, have acted on their own initiative.

This happened most famously in 1960, when Adolf Eichmann, a high-profile Nazi closely involved in the organisation of the concentration camps and the policies of the Holocaust, was tracked down in Argentina by Israeli agents.He was kidnapped and taken to Israel where he was put on trial and subsequently hanged.

At the heart of the concept of war crimes is the idea that an individual can be held responsible for the actions of a country or that nation's soldiers.

Genocide, crimes against humanity, mistreatment of civilians or combatants during war can all fall under the category of war crimes. Genocide is the most severe of these crimes.

'Wilful killing' The body of laws that define a war crime are the Geneva Conventions, a broader and older area of laws referred to as the Laws and Customs of War, and, in the case of the former Yugoslavia, the statutes of the International Criminal Tribunal in The Hague.

Radovan Karadzic in court at The Hague in 2008 Article 147 of the Fourth Geneva Convention defines war crimes as: "Wilful killing, torture or inhuman treatment, including... wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, unlawful deportation or transfer or unlawful confinement of a protected person, compelling a protected person to serve in the forces of a hostile power, or wilfully depriving a protected person of the rights of fair and regular trial... taking of hostages and extensive destruction and appropriation of property, not justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly."This, international lawyers say, is the basic definition of war crimes.The statutes of The Hague tribunal say the court has the right to try suspects alleged to have violated the laws or customs of war in the former Yugoslavia since 1992. Examples of such violations are given in article 3:

• Wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or devastation not justified by military necessity 

• Attack or bombardment, by whatever means, of undefended towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings 

• Seizure of, destruction or wilful damage done to institutions dedicated to religion, charity and education, the arts and sciences, historic monuments and works of art and science 

• Plunder of public or private property. 

The tribunal defines crime against humanity as crimes committed in armed conflict but directed against a civilian population. Again a list of examples is given in article 5:

• Murder Extermination Enslavement Deportation Imprisonment Torture Rape 

• Persecutions on political, racial and religious grounds. 

Genocide is defined by the tribunal as "acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group".But the law on war crimes is continually evolving.In February 2001, the tribunal in The Hague delivered a ruling that made mass systematic rape and sexual enslavement in a time of war a crime against humanity.Mass rape, or rape used as a tool of war, was then elevated from being a violation of the customs of war to one of the most heinous war crimes of all - second only to genocide.

Spotting a war crime:It is not always easy to spot a war crime.The displacement of civilians from their homes by an enemy army is not necessarily a war crime.It can be argued that the displacement is being carried out for the protection of the civilians.It only becomes a war crime if the expulsions can be proven to be part of campaign of ethnic cleansing or designed as a mass punishment of civilians.Equally, is it a war crime for the air force of one country to bomb an enemy's television station because of the propaganda in the broadcasts?Under the Geneva Conventions, this is not a war crime. Just about all aspects of a state's infrastructure - roads, bridges, power stations, factories - become legitimate targets if they might be put to military use.Such attacks only become war crimes if the extent of collateral damage to civilians and civilian interests resulting from the attack would be excessive compared to the military advantage gained from the attack.

International courts: International human rights groups have long called for a uniform and global legal system for dealing with war crimes and crimes against humanity.

Apart from the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, established in May 1993, an international tribunal was established in Arusha, Tanzania, for cases resulting from the atrocities carried out in Rwanda in 1994.Another is trying former Liberian President Charles Taylor over war crimes committed during the civil war in neighbouring Sierra Leone.Although these represent significant further steps in bringing those accused of war crimes to justice, they are, like Nuremberg and Tokyo, committed to dealing with war crimes in specific conflicts.In July 2008, Surinam became the 107th country to join the International Criminal Court, set up in 2002 as a permanent tribunal to prosecute individuals for crimes against humanity.

The United States has refused to sign the treaty, arguing the court could be used to pursue politically motivated prosecutions. Other major powers including Russia, China and India have also refused.The question of whether international courts of this kind are political - as defendants like Slobodan Milosevic argued - hangs over all international legal institutions.In a sense it is true that the tribunals are political since the international political will to establish and fund them has to exist before they can get to work.Critics of international courts often argue that international justice can only be truly legitimate when all war crimes, committed by any county, come under the jurisdiction of a single international court.
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Theories: How state crimes could occur?
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